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ABSTRACT: This paper analyzes the appointment of candidates
made by the leader ofthe Liberal Party prior to the 1993 and 1997

federal elections. It argues that the appointments made by the leader

were only in part a response to the expectations that political parties

should become more descriptively representative of the Canadian

population. Further, the paper raises a number ofconcerns regarding
the use ofthe leader's appointmentpower in order to ensure a more
descriptively representative party and legislature. It is argued that

while other potential reforms were ignored, a rather minimalist
and centralizing strategy was utilized. Expectations regarding

descriptive representation and conventions concerning candidate
selection in Canadian political parties arebriefly considered in order

to place the 1993 and 1997 nominations in context

In the periods preceding the 1993 and 1997 federal election

campaigns, the leader of the Liberal Party of Canada

intervened in the candidate nomination process in a number

ofconstituencies by appointing candidates. These actions

were defended, particularly in 1997, on the grounds that

the Liberal Party wanted to ensure that, at a minimum, 25

per cent of its candidates would be women. In both 1993

and 1997 Jean Chretien's actions were widely criticized

for being needlessly authoritarian and an inappropriate

interference with the convention that candidate selection

was a matter for local constituency associations and party

members rather than for the party leadership.

This paper analyzes these interventions in the

nomination processes of1993 and 1997. It seeks to address

whether these interventions can be explained, as claimed

by Chretien, as a measure to ensure that the candidates
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would be more representative ofthe Canadian population,

particularly in terms ofthe number ofwomen candidates.

It also explores the use ofthe leader's appointment power

as a means to ensure a more descriptively representative

Parliament. The paper concludes that Chretien's actions

were only in part a response to recent expectations that

political parties should be more representative of the

Canadian population and argues that other factors, such

as the nomination of particular "star" candidates, were

also at play. Furthermore, the paper raises some concerns

regarding the use of the appointment power to ensure a

greater number of women candidates and suggests that

while other potential, and perhaps more appropriate

reforms were ignored, a rather minimalist and centralizing

strategy which could ultimately undermine political

participation and intraparty democracy was adopted by

the leader ofthe Liberal Party. In order to place the 1993

and 1997 nominations in context, the paper first briefly

considers expectations for descriptive representation and

also sketches the conventions regarding candidate

nomination which have developed in Canada.

DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION

In recent decades political parties have been confronted

with the expectation that they should more accurately

reflect the diversity ofthe Canadian population. They have

been called upon by many of the groups involved to be

more inclusive and to provide forthe better representation

ofwomen, visible minorities, and Aboriginal peoples.1 The

final report ofthe Royal Commission on Electoral Reform

and Party Financing (rcerpf) noted that many ofthe groups

and individuals who appeared before the Commission or

submitted briefs "wanted to reflect on how they were

represented in Parliament as members of an identifiable

group or community of interest—as members of ethno-
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cultural communities, as Aboriginal people, as women."2

Such expectations are not limited to political parties but

permeate the political process. For example, in recent

rounds of constitutional negotiations various Aboriginal

organizations and women's groups have demanded that

"one oftheir own" be directly involved in political decision

making.3 Demands for recognition have also been evident

in proposals for institutional reform. During discussions

on Senate reform in the process leading to the

Charlottetown Accord, for instance, the National Action

Committee on the Status of Women (nac) wanted to

broaden the meaning of equality in order to emphasize

gender and minority representation as well as regional/

provincial representation.4 It was argued that if

disadvantaged or marginalized regions and/or provinces

need Senate representation, the principle could be extended

to include disadvantaged or marginalized groups.5

This emphasis on the direct representation of various

groups points to a descriptive form of representation. In

descriptive representation, representatives are in some

respects typical of a larger class ofpersons to which they

belong.6 Emphasis is placed on the identity of the

representative and demands are made for "political

presence;" that is demands "for the political inclusion of

groups that have come to see themselves as marginalized

or silenced or excluded."7 Representational institutions are

thought to be more responsive to various social groups if

a sufficient number ofmembers from these groups are part

ofthe decision making process. AsJane Arscott and Linda

Trimble point out, "representation 'as ifwomen matter,'

is more likely to occur when it is undertaken both by and

for women."8 In recent years, the focus has been on the

under-representation of women, visible minorities, and

Aboriginals.9

Descriptive representation, however, has not been

without its share of critics. Hannah Pitkin, for example,
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raised the concern that descriptive representation "does

not allow for an activity ofrepresenting." That is, "think

of the legislature as a pictorial representation or a

representative sample of the nation, and you will almost

certainly concentrate on its composition rather than on it

activities."10 Another common concern centers on the

question of what characteristics and identities will be

selected. In other words, "once the characteristics of the

people are acknowledged as relevant, there is said to be a

potentially endless list ofgroups that will all claim the same

kind ofattention, and no legitimate basis for distinguishing

between some of these groups and others."11 Thus, it is

feared, if descriptive or mirror representation is taken to

an extreme the very possibility of representation itself

becomes questionable. 12

Criticisms ofdescriptive representation, however, tend

to ignore that Canada has a tradition of descriptive

representation and concern over particular ascriptive

characteristics of representatives is hardly a new feature

of Canadian political life. Traditional concerns have

centered predominately on regional and/or provincial

identity, on the one hand, and linguistic/cultural identity

on the other. In the first decades following Confederation,

representational concerns included a religious component

and a balance between rural and urban ministers was also

a goal. Thus Sir John A. Macdonald was very careful that

his first cabinet have the proper balance of regional

representation, anglophones and francophones, Catholics

and Protestants, Scottish, Irish, and English members.13

These ministers were seen not only as representatives^o/n

specific areas and groups, but also as representatives/or

these areas and groups.14 While the groups and identities

which are considered politically relevant and warrant direct

representation may have changed over time, the principle

ofrecognizing particular groups has been long established

in Canadian politics.
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Canadian political parties have played a significant role

in this process. They have functioned as the "gatekeepers"

in the political system, helping to determinewho is included

and represented and who is not. Parties help shape and

direct political issues and identify the groups which have a

stake in the issues." Given that parties help determine who/

what becomes represented, it is not surprising that parties

have been called upon to reform themselves in order to

become more inclusive. Parties need to confront

fundamental questions of equality which arise given the

persistent under-representation of 50 per cent of the

population. Theyneed to reform their practices to provide

for better representation ofhistorically marginalized groups

ofCanadians.

TRADITIONS OF CANDIDATE NOMINATION IN CANADA

As R. K. Carry writes, there is a "long and valued tradition

of local autonomy" regarding candidate selection in

Canada; local party activists have traditionally guarded the

right to determine who will be their candidate for

Parliament. The nomination process is one ofthe fewtimes

when constituency associations "spring to life."16 This

localism sets Canada apart from candidate selection in

Britain, for example, where there is greater centralization

and standardization.17 However, this tradition of local

autonomy is not the only tradition, as a more centralized

approach is also evident at times.

During Canada's first party system, from about 1867

to 1917, party politics was decentralized and focused on

the constituency level.18 In this period it became firmly

established that candidate selection fell to local partisans;

they had the right to determine who their candidate would

be and the manner in which the candidate would be

chosen.19 Parties were "little more than coteries ofpolitical

notables" where local party associations and supporters
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were linked through their mp, or defeated candidate, to

the leadership at the centre.20 Although there were no

standard rules or procedures that were followed, and

practice varied from constituency to constituency, local

party activists would typically come together in a

recognized meeting to select and nominate a candidate.21

During the second party system, from about 1921 to

1957, the focus of politics shifted from the constituency

to the regional level.22 Candidate nomination was

influenced by strong regional leaders, particularly in the

governing Liberal Party. Further, during this period the

central party took a greater role in the candidate nomination

process and parties began the practice of running a

candidate in every constituency. This meant that at times

local party members in "hopeless" ridings needed help in

finding candidates. We see, then, the development of a

more centralized approach to candidate nomination. The

Liberal Party in Newfoundland and the Social Credit Party

in Alberta are perhaps the most stark examples of this

approach. Liberal candidates in Newfoundland for federal

and provincial elections were essentially selected by

Premier Joseph Smallwood. As Robert Williams notes, he

"made no secret of his ability to nominate candidates as

part of his personal prerogative."23 The leader of the

Alberta Social Credit Party, William Aberhart, also selected

all the Social Credit candidates. Local involvement was

restricted to allowing constituency conventions to

nominate three or four candidates, from whom Aberhart

would select the candidate.24 Yet, as R. K. Carty andLynda

Erickson argue.these centralizing aspects did not

completely eliminate the localism ofcandidate nomination,

but "they did add to the complexity of nomination

processes, often by operating through the old forms."25

Furthermore, the Progressive Party counteracted these

centralizing tendencies and worked to make the nomination

process responsive to the local level.26
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During the third party system, which began in about

1963, a few diverse developments in candidate nomination

occurred. On the one hand, this period has witnessed the

growth ofopen and competitive nomination meetings. As

Carty and Erickson note, this has tended to reinforce the

tradition of localism and grassroots participation in the

nomination process. Yet, there are a number of trends

which have resulted in even greater centralization of the

nomination process. First, there has been a greater

institutionalization of party organization with the

development of centralized national campaign planning.

Second, the perceived costs associated with nomination

contests have become a concern. And third, as noted above,

parties have been increasingly called upon to be more

inclusive, and especially, to nominate more women.27

A key development in this period was a change to the

Canada Election Act in 1970 which resulted in the

registration ofparties. In 1966 a parliamentary committee

on election expenses had recommended that parties be

recognized as legal entities so that campaign financing

could be regulated.28 The registration ofparties meant that

party affiliation appeared on the ballots as well. As John

Courtney notes, ifparty affiliation appeared on the ballot,

the possibility of having more than one candidate for a

particular party would not be possible. It follows then that

someone in the parties would have to certify who would

be the party candidate and this responsibility fell to party

leaders. Effectively, then, party leaders were given a formal

veto over candidates. Soon after, in 1974, Conservative

leader Robert Stanfield used this veto and refused to

endorse a candidate due to the candidate's views on

bilingualism. Other examples of a leader using the veto

include Prime Minister Brian Mulroney's veto of Sinclair

Stevens and the veto of a Reform candidate in British

Columbia by Preston Manning. In order to avoid the

nomination ofcandidates embroiled in corruption scandals,
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Prime Minister Kim Campbell discussed the possibility of

preventing several Conservative candidates from running

in 1993 while Liberal leader Jean Chretien made no

apologies for refusing to sign the nomination papers of a

number of candidates.29

The Liberal Party took the centralization ofnominations

one step further in 1992 when it provided the leader ofthe

party with the power to appoint candidates, rather than

simply veto local choices. To understand the reasons behind

this change, it is necessary to consider Liberal nomination

contests in 1984 and 1988.

LIBERAL CANDIDATE SELECTION IN THE 1980s AND THE

ADOPTION OF THE APPOINTMENT POWER

The Liberal Party experienced a number of divisive

nomination battles prior to the 1984 and 1988 elections.

As Carty and Erickson point out, "Groups concerned with

a single issue (e.g. abortion), or which represent some

identifiable social group (e.g. an ethic community), have

begun to move in and take over local party associations,

often driving out party regulars in the process."30 One

example of this was the success of anti-abortionist Tom

Wappel in the 1988 Liberal nominations. Wappel defeated

Patrick Johnston with the help of the anti-abortion group

Campaign Life, which mobilized support for Wappel.31

Johnston had been recruited by John Turner and was a

former director ofthe National Anti-Poverty Organization

and co-chair ofthe Liberal Party's platform committee.

It should be noted, however, that in 1988 for instance,

about two-thirds of all party nominations were won by

acclamation. Most party nominations thus "can best be

characterized as relatively uncompetitive, modest events."32

Nevertheless, although few in number, the divisive

nomination battles and the recruitment of "instant" party

members for the purposes of voting at a nomination
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meeting pose anumber ofproblems. As Erickson and Carty

suggest while "ethnic mobilization ... has some positive

potential for parties seeking to expand their base at election

time, single-issue mobilization poses considerably more

difficulties."33 Particularly the single issue mobilization

efforts centered on an issue such as abortion may be seen

as a threat to parties which "are remarkably open and hence

vulnerable to external capture" by individuals with little

commitment to the party.34 Further, given the attention by

the media, the divisive and vicious nomination battles can

be an embarrassment to a party.

As a result ofthese nomination battles and in part as a

response to concerns over the cost of nominations, the

Liberal Party created, in 1990, a special Reform

Commission whose mandate included making

recommendations on "the establishment of a permanent

electoral commission."35 The Reform Commission's

interim report noted that "in some ridings we have had

major problems with the selection ofcandidates for election

... [and] the 1984 and 1988 elections were marked by

events which reflected badly on the reputation ofthe Party

as an open, accessible, democratic and fair institution."36

The Reform Commission suggested that a national

Nominations Commission be created which would

administer and regulate all aspects of the candidate

selection process. It would be mandated to draw up rules

and would act as a "court of last resort" for nomination

disputes.37 While the 1992 Liberal Convention rejected the

proposed Nominations Commission, delegates did accept

the establishment ofa "Permanent Appeal Committee."38

As outlined in Article 15 ofthe Liberal Party Constitution,

the Permanent Appeal Committee would:

15(2) ... be responsible for establishing rules of

procedure related to appeals arising from candidate

nominations.
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15(3) ... be responsible for the adjudicating appeals in

the provinces and territories arising from candidate

nominations.39

More significantly, the Convention also approved a

proposal whichwould allow the national party to establish

rules, subject to change by the provincial associations, for

the selection of candidates. The Party Constitution was

changed to the following:

14(6) Following consultations with the National

Executive and the Executive Committee of each

provincial and territorial association, the National

Campaign Committee shall adopt and publish rules

regarding the procedures to be followed in the

nomination ofcandidates to represent the Liberal Party

ofCanada in any general election or by-election. These

rules may be varied from province to province or

territory by the Campaign Committee ofthe respective

province or territory in consultation with the executive

of provincial or territorial association.40

Stemming from these changes, all Liberal Party local

nomination meetings must now be authorized by the

relevant Provincial or Territorial Association's Campaign

Committee, which in return must receive permission from

the National Campaign Committee before approving any

nomination dates.41 The most publicized and controversial

change after the 1992 Convention, however, was the power

given to the leader to appoint candidates. The National

Rules for the Selection of Candidates, adopted and

published by the National Campaign Committee in April

1992, detail the power ofthe leader to appoint as follows:

2.3 After consultation as set out in subrule 2.4, the

Leader ofthe lpc may decide that a meeting shall not
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be held in an electoral district and shall designate a

person who will be the candidate for an electoral district

in any election.

2.4 Before designating a candidate as described in

subrule 2.3, the Leader ofthe lpc shall consult with the

national campaign co-chairs ofthe national campaign

committee and the chair of the relevant provincial or

territorial campaign committee who shall consult with

the executive ofthe constituency association.42

Rather ironically, it may be noted, that while open and

competitive nominations may have encouraged grassroots

participation, it also has resulted in greater central control

of nominations in order to avoid divisive and expensive

nomination battles. Yet, while the leaders ofother parties

may have utilized the veto power as well as behind-the-

scenes maneuvers, only the Liberal Partymoved to provide

its leader with the power to appoint candidates.

By allowing the leader to appoint candidates, the Liberal

Party centralized its nomination process to a greater degree

than had previously been the case. Further, the motivation

behind the leader's appointment powerwas not exclusively,

or even primarily, in order to ensure the nomination of

more women, but rather as a means to prevent single-issue

candidates from securing a Liberal nomination. The paper

now turns to an examination of how the appointment

power was actually used by the leader ofthe Party in 1993

and 1997.

APPLICATION OF THE APPOINTMENT POWER IN 1993 AND 1997

In 1993 Chretien, using his prerogative as leader of the

Liberal Party, by-passed the regular constituency

nomination practices and appointed fourteen candidates.43

These appointments were often justified as necessary in

order to secure a greater number of women candidates.
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Speaking to the Party's national election campaign

committee, Chretien said he was prepared to appoint

candidates in order to ensure that 25 per cent ofthe Liberal

candidates would be women: "We have not achieved our

goal of having 25 percent women ... so we have to do

something about it... I will have to appoint some. It will

be positive affirmative action."44 Sheila Copps, the deputy

leader, also indicated that appointments would be used to

meet the 25 per cent target.45

The appointments in 1993 were as outlined in Table 1.

While Chretien's justifications in 1993 that

appointments were necessary to ensure 25 per cent of

Liberal candidates would be women, clearly that was not

the only rationale as a number of his appointments were

men. During the 1993 campaign the Liberal Party

emphasized its team and often pointed to its "star"

candidates. It is therefore not surprising that Chretien used

his appointment power in 1993 to guarantee that "stars"

such as Arthur Eggleton and Marcel Masse would be

candidates.47 In addition to the appointment of "stars,"

Chretien also used his appointment power to prevent

Liberals for Life from securing Liberal nominations.48

Liberals for Life was a faction within the Liberal Party

which had ties to the pro-life group Campaign Life

Coalition and which mobilized around single-issue anti-

abortion candidates in a number ofridings.49 In Etobicoke-

Lakeshore Chretien appointed Jean Augustine to prevent

Dan McCash, who was a member of Liberals for Life,

from contesting the Liberal nomination.50 The

appointments ofMariaMinna and Georgette Sheridan also

blocked anti-abortion candidates.31 Finally, the appointment

power was used to protect incumbents. Derek Lee and

David Berger, who were sitting Members of Parliament

expecting to face strong nomination battles, were both

appointed.52
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Date

10/22/92

10/22/92

03/12/93

03/12/93

03/19/93

03/19/93

03/19/93

03/19/93

03/19/93

06/20/93

06/21/93

06/21/93

06/21/93

06/21/93

Candidate

ArthurEggkton

Mfe\Ushi*

DerekLee

DavidBerger

JeanAugustine

MariaMima

CelineHervisux-Payette

MaigoBtousseau

GeorgetteSheridan

MarcelMass£

JaniceLaking

EkmBakopanos

RaymondcFolco

RitaLavoie

Constituency

YotIhCentre

Don\kfeyWest

Scarborough-RougeRiver

StHenri-Westimunt

Etobicoke-Lakeshoie

Beaches-Woodbine

AlllStSE

Loiris-Hebert

Saskatoon-Humboklt

Hufl-Aybner

SimcoeCentre

SLDenis

LavalEast

Manicouagan

Elected

Yes

n/a

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

No

No

Govenunentpostionafterelection

CabinetMinister

PariamentaiySecretary

CabinetMinister

IQ.
9

$

s

♦MilaVelshiresignedasacandidatepriortotheelection.
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The appointments in 1993 were controversial within

the Liberal Party. In Toronto three Liberals, former cabinet

minister John Munro, Peter Li Preti and Albert Kergi, held

a press conference to announce a court challenge to the

nomination process. They accused Chretien ofundermining

the democratic process by appointing candidates and

allowing appointed officials to intervene in the local

nomination process.53 Li Preti was seeking the York Centre

nomination before Eggleton was appointed. Neither did

the appointment ofthe two incumbents, Lee and Berger,

go unnoticed. The appointment ofBerger in Westmount

was controversial as Donald Johnston, the Party's

president, had hoped to seek the nomination, and had the

support ofmany local party activists.54 The media reported

that local members believed Chretien "placed caucus

solidarity before democracy" when he appointed Berger.55

In Scarborough-Rouge River, where Lee was appointed,

the supporters of former riding association president

Gobinder Singh Randhawa had sold "thousands" of

memberships.56 In Hull-Aylmer the riding association

executive was upset by Chretien's appointment ofMasse".57

The executive refused to support Masse and worked

instead for their preferred candidate, Tony Cannavino, who

ran as an Independent. The riding president termed the

appointment of Masse as "a dictatorial and autocratic

approach."58 Similarly, in Simcoe-Centre, where Laking

was appointed, most of the local association resigned in

protest and the former riding president Ed O'Reilly decided

to run as an Independent.59 As noted above, the

nominations of Augustine, Minna, and Sheridan were

controversial as well and were particularly criticized by

anti-abortionists.

It may also be noted that the controversy over the

nomination process was not restricted to those ridings

where the Prime Minister appointed a candidate. In Brome-

Missisquoi, for example, a candidate was not formally
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appointed, yet local Liberals protested the manner in which

the nomination was managed by Quebec Liberal organizer

Senator Rizzuto. After some behind-the-scenes maneuvers,

Joan Kouri sought the nomination unchallenged. Rizzuto

asked potential candidate Gibbs, who had worked on

securing the nomination for over a year, to bow out ofthe

race because the riding needed a high-profile woman.60

Despite the appointments in 1993, the Liberal Party

did not meet its own target of 25 per cent, and secured

only 22 per cent women candidates.61 Of the fourteen

appointments in 1993, eight were elected, five were

defeated, and one, Velshi, resigned prior to the election.

The elected candidates included Eggleton, Lee, Berger,

Augustine, Minna, Sheridan, Masse", and Bakopanos. Of

these Eggleton and Masse (both men) were appointed to

the cabinet while Augustine was appointed as a

parliamentary secretary.

In 1997 Chretien used his appointment power more

sparingly than he had in 1993:

TABLE 2: Appointments of Liberal Candidates for the 1997

Federal Election

Candidate

Elinor Capbn

Sophia Leung

JudiLongfield

Judy A. Sgro

Karen Redman

Satkis Assadounan

Constituency

ThornM

\&ncouver-Kingsway

Whitby-Ajax

York South-Western

Kitchener Centre

Brampton-Centre

Elected

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

As in 1993, Chretien often mentioned his commitment

to the goal ofhaving at least 25 per centwomen candidates.
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He also emphasized that the Liberal Party was trying to

put women in ridings where they had a good chance of

winning.62 This same theme was later echoed by National

Campaign Co-Chair Senator Hervieux-Payette who noted

that: "We have nominated women inwinnable ridings. Our

efforts prove that the Liberal Party is very serious about

increasing the number ofwomen in Parliament."63 Penny

Collenette, Chretien's head of appointments, also

emphasized that the appointment power was necessary in

order to have more women running for Parliament: "We

do need more women at the table and Mr. Chretien is able

to see that as a goal and an objective, and I think it's a

worthy one."64 After Chretien appointed four women on

March 11 he stated, "I am thrilled that these outstanding

women have agreed to run as Liberal candidates. The

Liberal Party is committed to ensure that our caucus

reflects the diversity of Canadian society."65

Chretien's rationale for the appointment of women

received widespread criticism from the media, opposition

parties, the caucus and from local party members. Chretien

had argued in a speech that "It's difficult for women to

come into politics.... The financial concerns for them; the

family responsibilities are, for some, a very significant

barrier."66 One editorial suggested in response to Chretien,

"The problem is, none of the four women he appointed

last week fall into this category."67 Another editorial stated

that "these are not disadvantaged people. They are some

ofthe most articulate and influential citizens in the country.

To suggest prominent women in the Liberal Party are

incapable of contesting and winning a nomination

democratically is itself an act of discrimination." It also

suggested that Chretien acted in a paternalistic and arrogant

manner.68

The appointments were also criticized by members of

other political parties and by some members ofthe Liberal

caucus. The Reform Party's Status of Women Critic,
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Sharon Hayes, claimed she was "amazed at the demeaning

mentality Jean Chretien's Liberals have toward women."

She also stated "this kind of patronizing treatment of

women has to end. No woman worth her salt wants a seat

in Parliament that she has not won in a fair and democratic

way."69 Reform mp Deborah Grey was also very critical:

"Any woman who takes part in that kind of stuff, I take

pity for." Conservative mp Elsie Wayne claimed to "find it

an insult to me and all women."70 The Liberal caucus was

divided over the appointments. Minister Sergio Marchi

suggested that Caplan, for example, "could have obviously

held her own. She has no problem fundraising." Some

Liberal women mps spoke out against the appointments as

well, while others defended the practice."

The appointments, as in 1993, were particularly

controversial among local party members in the ridings.

In the case ofVancouver-Kingsway, where Liberal Party

leadership feared a nasty and divisive nomination battle,

three male candidates were by-passed in favour ofSophia

Leung, a social worker.72 Two of the men considered

running as independents as a consequence of the

appointment.73 One ofthem, Raymond Leung (no relation

to the candidate), subsequently joined the Reform Party

and attempted to obtain the Reform nomination.74 The

appointment of Elinor Caplan, a Liberal mla and former

Ontario Health Minister who lived near the riding of

Thornhill but not in it, was not without controversy either.

Earlier in the year, the general secretary ofthe riding wrote

to National Co-ChairDavid Smith asking him not to make

an appointment: "We feel that an appointment, at this 1 lth

hour, will only serve to hamper the momentum." Vincenza

Spagnolo, chair of the Liberal election committee in the

riding, wrote that "non-elected backroom boys"

undermined the democratic process.75 Three candidates

were campaigning for the nomination prior to Caplan's

appointment.76
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The other appointments appeared to be somewhat less

controversial. Judi Longfield had served as a Municipal

Councilor in Whitby, Ontario. Judy Sgro, a Metro

Councilor for North York-Humber, faced former Liberal

John Nunziata, for whom she had previously worked, in

York South-Weston.77 On April 23 Chretien appointed a

fifth woman at the request ofa local executive. After sitting

Member of Parliament John English announced that he

would not seek re-election, the executive ofthe Kitchener

Centre Liberals adopted a motion on April 20 unanimously

requesting the appointment ofKaren Redman.78

In addition to the appointment of women candidates,

the Liberal Party also publicized the fact that its Judy

LaMarsh Fund had raised more than $ 150,000 in order to

help women Liberal candidates. Chretien stated, 'The

Liberal Party is very serious about increasing the number

ofwomen in the House ofCommons. We are determined

to ensure that female candidates get the financial help they

need/'The President oftheFund, MarianMaloney, noted,

"In every electionwe are increasing the amount offinancial

support we provide female candidates. Liberals in all parts

of the country, women and men, are very committed to

see Parliament become truly representative of our

population."80 The Judy LaMarsh Fund was able to offer

candidates approximately $2,000, although female

incumbents were asked ifthey would be willing to opt out

ofthe Fund. In 1984 it had raised enough to offer women

candidates $550 and in 1988 the fund provided $850 per

candidate.81

While the Liberal Party was particularly careful in 1997

to emphasize the link between the number of women

candidates and Chretien's appointments, he did appoint

one man as well. Liberal mp Sarkis Assadourian, who lost

his Toronto riding of Don Valley North due to the

redrawing of electoral boundaries, was appointed in the

newly-drawn riding ofBrampton Centre.82 In addition, it
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was reported that Chretien had considered a proposal from

his national campaign committee to designate sitting mps

in order that they could avoid potential nomination

challenges.83

While six appointments were formally made, a number

of other ridings were targeted as possibilities for an

appointment. In Nepean-Carleton the nomination process,

which had been frozen, was reopened in the face of

opposition from local Liberals. Controversy developed

after it was rumored that Chretien was considering

appointing one of his female staffers despite the fact that

three women (in addition to one man) came forward to

contest the nomination.84 Another such riding was Notre-

Dame-de-Grace, which had been held by Warren Allmand

since 1965. After the Prime Minister appointed Allmand

as president ofthe International Centre for Human Rights

and Democratic Development, Labour Minister Alfonso

Gagliano, head of the Liberal campaign in Quebec, met

with the riding association to discuss the Liberal

nomination. Gagliano had said that while he wanted to

keep the nomination open, he would prefer a female

candidate in the riding, and would not rule out an

appointment. The president of the riding association,

Stanley Baker, "made it quite clear" that they did not want

an appointed candidate: "We want to decide for ourselves.

We do not want anyone imposed on us."85

The fact that a number of the female Liberal mps in

Atlantic Canada faced nomination challenges also raised

the possibility of appointments. In the end, however, no

appointments were made in the Atlantic region. This was

perhaps because two ofthe women facing challenges, Jean

Payne andRoseanne Skoke, were both controversial during

the last Parliament. Payne was being investigated on

numerous counts of fraud while Skoke had criticized the

government on issues and legislation dealing with the rights

ofgays and lesbians. Further, the co-chairs in the Atlantic
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provinces resisted appointments. Senator Hervieux-

Payette, National Campaign Co-Chair, said she spoke with

election co-chairs in the Atlantic provinces, noting that:

"They all said they don't want any appointments, it's not

helping their candidates. There's a resentment out there

against appointments. There's a feeling that it undermines

the credibility of our candidates. I trust the judgment of

the people there."86 Hervieux-Payette also said that ifthe

Liberals do not meet their 25 per cent target in Atlantic

Canada it would even out in the rest ofthe country.87

In addition to Skoke and Payne, Pierrette Ringuette-

Maltais was a third Atlantic woman mp whose nomination

was challenged. Although she was not appointed by the

Prime Minister, local Liberal association members accused

the provincial co-chairs of giving Ringuette-Maltais an

unfair advantage when it set the nomination meeting time

and place without consulting the new riding's executive.88

Ringuette-Maltais' riding changed due to the new electoral

boundaries and about 40 per cent of her old riding fell

under the new riding of Tobique-Mactaquac. The

nomination meeting was set for Grand Falls which was

part of Maltais' old riding and was a francophone

community.

Controversies surrounded the Liberal nomination

process in a number of other ridings in 1997 as well. In

Edmonton-North, where mp JohnLoney was retiring, local

party members accused the Party leadership ofparachuting

in Jonathan Murphy, former director of the Edmonton

Social Planning Council. The local organizers of

Edmonton-North claimed that Jake Vanderschaaf, who

collected 400 memberships, was the only candidate.

However Claudette Roy, one of the Alberta Liberal

campaign co-chairs, said Vanderschaafwas not registered

as a nominee for the candidacy and that only Jonathan

Murphy was registered as a nominee. Murphy had been

seeking the nomination of Edmonton-Strathcona but
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switched to Edmonton-North.89 Roy refused to sign the

nomination papers ofVanderschaafand at the February 4

nomination meeting Murphy was acclaimed as the

candidate.90

In the new riding ofBurnaby-Douglas Tom Esakin, who

planned to run for the nomination, claimed that party

backroom maneuvers resulted in Mobina Jaffer being

acclaimed as the candidate. The nomination meeting was

set for January 15 and Jaffer was the only candidate.91 There

was also controversy in the riding ofRenfrew-Nipissing-

Pembroke, where Liberal mp Len Hopkins announced he

would not seek re-election. Hec Clouthier unsuccessfully

challenged Hopkins for the nomination in the last election

and then proceeded to run as an Independent. Under the

Liberal Party ofCanada (Ontario) rules, Clouthier would

be banned from party membership for five years but the

Party endorsed his run for the candidacy, despite criticisms

from the local party association. David Smith said it was

his prerogative, under his power as National Campaign

Co-Chair, to endorse Clouthier.92

In 1997 the Prime Minister and his campaign co-chairs

used the appointment power more sparingly than in 1993.

Furthermore, in 1997 there was a much more consistent

effort than in 1993 to emphasize that the reason for

appointments was to secure a greater number ofwomen

candidates. While there was some behind-the-scene action

to secure the nomination ofa number ofmale candidates,

only one was actually appointed, Assadourian, who had

lost his riding due to redistribution. By contrast, in 1993,

four men had been appointed, two of whom where

considered "stars" and two of whom were incumbents

facing strong nomination challenges.

The target of25 per cent was met in 1997; 28 per cent

of Liberal candidates were women. It should be noted,

however, that 26 per cent ofLiberal candidates would have

been women even without any ofthe appointments by the
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leader. Ofthe six appointments, only Sgro was defeated in

the election, losing to Independent candidateJohn Nunziata.

Noneofthe five appointed candidateswhowon in the election

were appointed as ministers or as parliamentary secretaries.

THE APPOINTMENT POWER AS A MEANS TOWARD

DESCRIPTIVE REPRESENTATION?

The appointment power, then, was not used only to secure

a greater number of women. It was used, particularly in

1993, to guarantee the nomination of "star" candidates

(some ofwhom were men), to protect incumbents, and to

avoid potentially divisive and embarrassing nomination

battles such as had occurred in 1984 and 1988.

Furthermore, in both 1993 and 1997, in addition to the

formal appointments, the Prime Minister and his national

campaign team worked behind-the-scenes to secure the

nomination of their desired candidates, not all of whom

were women. While the Prime Minister may have wanted

to secure a greater number ofLiberal women candidates,

that was certainly not the only factor at work. Ifthe Liberal

Party was truly dedicated to the goal of increasing the

number of women, the question remains as to why the

rather minimalist target of25 per cent was selected when

women comprise 50 per cent ofthe population.

Beyond the doubts concerning the depth ofcommitment

ofthe leader ofthe Party to obtaining a more descriptively

representative set ofcandidates, are questions concerning

the desirability ofthe appointment power as a mechanism

to secure a greater number ofwomen candidates. We have

seen that the leader's appointment of candidates raised

considerable concern among the grassroots of the party.

On more than one occasion the local party executive was

strongly opposed to the candidate appointed by Chretien.

Often other potential nominees, who had already been
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canvassing support and selling party memberships, complained

bitterly about the appointment process. At times they ran as

Independents. Thustheappointments ranthe risk ofalienating

the grassroots of the party and undermining political

participation and intraparty democracy. Given that this was

the case with the modest target of 25 per cent, it would

undoubtedly be a greater problem ifa more equitable target
of50 per cent was set.

Furthermore, this rather authoritarian response may well

be out ofstep with the wishes ofthe Canadian population.

The Royal Commission on Electoral Reform and Party

Financing (rcerpf) the Spicer Commission, and poll after

poll have revealed an electorate that is distrustful of

traditional political leaders and that is dissatisfied with the

current means ofgovernance. At a time when Canadians

are demanding more open and participatory governance,

the leader ofthe Liberal Party selected a rather centralized

strategy instead ofexploring other means.

While it is beyond the scope ofthis paper to evaluate the

range ofalternatives to the leader's appointment power, the

leaderofthe Liberal Party could have pursued other strategies.

For example, the recommendations ofthe rcerpf is a potential

starting point for the Party. TheRCERirrecommended: spending

limits be set on nomination campaigns; political contributions

to nomination contests be made eligible for tax credits; child-

care expenses be included as an allowable tax deduction for

candidates; financial incentives be provided to parties that

increase the percentage ofwomen in theHouseofCommons;
and that parties establish search committees to seek out

representative candidates. It should be noted, however, that

these recommendations still fell short ofacommitment to 50

per cent ofwomen Members ofParliament.93 The attempts

of the New Democratic Party to secure more women

candidates may also be instructive. The ndp struggled with

the challenge of how to address gender inequalities in

representation and has opted for a mandatory process.94
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According to the Affirmative Action Policy, ridings must

establish "a candidate search committee" which reflects the

diversity ofthe riding and must ensure that "there is one or

more candidate fornominationfrom affirmativeactiongroups."

Each section also has a candidate search committee which

works with the ridings to find candidates for nomination.

Additional measures includeworkshops, information packages

as well as some financial support for the candidates.95

CONCLUSION

We have seen that particularly in 1997, but also in 1993,

the leader ofthe Liberal Party claimed his appointment of

candidates was in order to obtain a greater number of

Liberal women candidates, and thereby obtain a more

representative caucus. It has been argued, however, that

both the reason behind the Liberal Party granting its leader

the power to appoint candidates and the application of

that power was not exclusively, or even primarily, due to

the desire to obtain a greater number ofwomen candidates.

Furthermore, the depth of the commitment of the leader

to obtain a more inclusive and representative party is

questionable given the rather minimalist target of 25 per

cent women candidates. Finally, even if the leader of a

party was truly committed to increasing the number of

women candidates, the centralizing strategy ofappointing

candidates is a problematic one given that Canadians are

demanding more open and participatory governance.

It is interesting in and of itself, however, that Chretien

and his campaign committee attempted to justify the

appointments in terms of securing a greater number of

women candidates. Clearly Chretien wanted to be

perceived as being responsive to women voters, perhaps

due to the growing evidence ofa gender gap among voters

and due to the fact that Liberal Party traditionally depends on
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women's votes. A party which has been criticized for

neglecting its child care promises, ignoring highunemployment,

and cutting social programs, may have needed something in

order to retain women supporters.96
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APPENDIX 1

Table 3: Women Candidates by Party, 1993 and 1997

liberal Party

Reform Party

B.Q.

NJXP.

PC.

WomenAbtal

1997

84/301

23/227

16/75

107/301

56/301

Percentage of

Women Candidates

1997

28

10

21

36

19

Women/Total

1993

64/295

23/207

10/75

113/294

67/295

Percentage of

Women Candidates

1993

22

11

13

38

23

to

e.
o
B

Data from: ChiefElectoral Officer of Canada, Official Voting Results, 35th General Election (Ottawa, 1993);

ChiefElectoral Officer ofCanada, Official Voting Results, 36th General Election (Ottawa, 1997). w



Table 4: Women Members of Parliament by Party, 1993 and 1997

liberal Party

Reform Party

B.Q.

N.D.P.

P.C.

Total

Women/Total

1997

37/155

4/60

11/44

8/21

2/20

62/301

Percentage of

Women M.P.s

1997

24

7

25

38

10

21

Women/Total

1993

36/177

7/52

8/54

1/9

1/2

53/295

Percentage of

Women MP.s

1993

20

13

15

11

50

18

Data from: ChiefElectoral Officer of Canada, Official Voting Results, 35th General Election (Ottawa,

1993); ChiefElectoral Officer ofCanada, Official Voting Results, 36th General Election (Ottawa, 1997).
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